Changes in temperature and pressure were measured for 15 minutes after the procedure was performed using the alcohol rub method with glass cups and with the addition of infrared irradiation. Changes in temperature and pressure were also measured for 15 minutes after pumping 3 times using the valve suction method, and with the addition of infrared irradiation.

Results: In a comparison between the alcohol rub method with glass cups and with the addition of infrared irradiation, the negative pressure increased over time in the absence of infrared irradiation, whereas it decreased when performed with infrared irradiation \( p = 0.094 \). However, in a comparison between pumping 3 times using the valve suction method, and with the addition of infrared irradiation, the negative pressure decreased in both cases, but this was more significant with infrared irradiation \( p = 0.172 \). There was a significantly higher temperature in the glass cups \( (p = 0.004) \) and the valve cups \( (p = 0.001) \) exposed to infrared radiation, compared with no infrared irradiation.

Conclusion: The reduction in negative pressure inside the cups exposed to infrared radiation was greater than without infrared irradiation. Temperature increases inside the cup can lead to the risk of dropout.

©2021 Korean Acupuncture & Moxibustion Medicine Society. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Introduction

Cupping is a type of therapeutic modality in Korean Medicine that stimulates the human body via the induction of negative pressure in a cup which has been placed on the surface of the skin. Cupping can be divided into wet cupping which draws blood to form negative pressure, and dry cupping which also forms negative pressure causing congestion but without letting blood out. Cupping is widely used in clinical practice to treat or prevent conditions/diseases through physical stimulation. As a clinical technique, cupping is easy, safe, and effective. Cupping therapy has been widely used for thousands of years as a remedy in many civilizations around the world, and was later incorporated into mainstream traditional medicine [1].

Cupping therapy has been covered by the Korean National Health Insurance since 1987. In a survey of Korean medicine doctors in 2008, 94.4% of the respondents reported using dry cupping and 90.8% applied wet cupping in their practice, making this procedure an important technique in Korean medicine [2].

During the cupping procedure using the valve suction method, negative pressure inside the cup is reduced. However, in comparison with the fire-cupping technique, the valve suction method showed a substantial negative pressure reduction. As a result, while fire cupping involved a gradual reduction in temperature from the beginning of the procedure, the valve suction method often did not show changes in temperature after the initial negative pressure was formed.

Infrared radiation is occasionally used in the cupping procedure.
in the clinic for thermotherapeutic purpose [3]. The infrared irradiator used in Korean medical institutions, uses the proximal infrared rays generated when electrical energy is applied to a halogen lamp with a coating of a ceramic radiator. Infrared radiation causes physiological vasodilation increasing local blood flow, an elevation of the metabolic rate increasing body temperature, and is analgesic reducing pain in the nerve endings of the skin when applied to a large area of skin. In addition, the thermal action of infrared rays on the skin directly stimulates percutaneously into the neck muscles, and the meridian system, and may influence meridian warming, and communication [4]. However, with the use of infrared irradiation, cupping may drop out due to the reduction in negative pressure with an increase in temperature.

In this study, the impact of infrared irradiation upon the negative pressure inside the cup used for cupping was determined by statistically analysing the relationship between temperature and pressure during the cupping procedure.

Methods and Materials

Materials

Glass cups (No. 5, Anjinmed, China) and valve cups (No. 1, Hansol, Korea; Fig. 1) specifications are shown in Table 1. The volume of the cups were measured using 95% ethanol and the outer diameter values were the average values for 5 measurements. The volume and the outer diameter of the cups were measured using a digital calliper (DC150-2; CAS, Korea). The resolution of the digital calliper was 0.01 mm.

Experimental device

To measure the temperature and pressure inside the cups used for cupping, a model simulating the human skin was created which was based on a 3-mm-thick silicon plate model [5], to which a 20-mm nitrile-butadiene rubber (NBR) was added under the 3-mm silicon plate (to mitigate the impact of the glass cupping process). During the measurement process, acrylic (360 × 360 × 10 mm) was placed on the top and bottom of the silicone plate and NBR to enhance the stability of the skin model. A hole was drilled in the skin model, and a digital thermometer (Tpi342/c1; SUMMIT, Korea) and a digital pressure gauge (Tpi665; SUMMIT, Korea) were installed using a 7-mm outer diameter pipe and a silicone tube (inner diameter 5.84 mm and outer diameter 9.98 mm) on the bottom to measure the temperature and pressure (Fig. 2). The pressure and temperature measurements in this study were calibrated by an accredited calibration institution. The airtightness of the skin model, syringe, and silicone tube was maintained using adhesives (SUPER XG, CEMEDINE, Japan), and the airtightness of the temperature sensor in the silicone tube was maintained by using clamps and cable ties. Airtightness was maintained at more than 90% of the maximum pressure for 10 minutes according to KS P ISO. A cupping pump (DB303; Dongbang Medical, Korea) was used for suction cupping, and an infrared irradiator (OMEGA-302; ENS Tech, Korea) was used for infrared irradiation (Fig. 3.)

Methods

Experimental methods

Since temperature and humidity can affect the results, direct sunlight was blocked and a temperature of 30 ± 5°C and a humidity of 40 ± 10% was maintained. The temperature of the skin model was set to be similar to body temperature (36.5°C). In this study, the alcohol rub method and the valve suction method of cupping were used.

Fig. 1. A glass cup (left) and a valve cup (right).

Fig. 2. (A) Skin model. (B) Digital thermometer 1: Temperature inside the cup & skin model. (C) Digital thermometer 2: Temperature at the skin model surface. (D) Digital manometer. (E) Infrared radiator. (F) Glass cup. (G) Valve cup.

Table 1. Specifications of the Cups Used in the Cupping Procedures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Volume (mL)</th>
<th>External diameter (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass cup (no. 5)</td>
<td>393.0 ± 2.5</td>
<td>71.97 ± 0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve cup (no. 1)</td>
<td>71.58 ± 1.92</td>
<td>53.84 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are presented as mean ± SD.
Results

Alcohol rub method with glass cups (without infrared irradiation)

After the procedure using the alcohol rub method with glass cups had been set up, changes in temperature and pressure were observed for 750 seconds, this was repeated 3 times, and the pressure increased each time as the temperature decreased. The temperature reductions were 7.1°C, 8.7°C, and 6.3°C, and the mean temperature difference was $-7.37 \pm 1.22 \degree C$. The increments in negative pressure were 13.7 mmHg, 13.3 mmHg, and 5.5 mmHg, respectively, and the mean pressure difference was $22.17 \pm 22.15$ mmHg. The temperature and pressure changes over time are shown in Fig. 4 and are representative.

Alcohol rub method with glass cups using infrared irradiation

After the procedure using the alcohol rub method with glass cups had been set up, changes in temperature and pressure were observed for 750 seconds under infrared irradiation. This was repeated 3 times, and the temperature decreased and then increased each time, and the pressure decreased. The final temperatures had increased by 0.5°C, decreased by 2.4°C, showing no change, and the mean temperature difference was $-6.33 \pm 1.55 \degree C$. The reductions in negative pressure were 11.7 mmHg, 18.5 mmHg, and 16.8 mmHg, respectively, and the mean temperature difference was $-6.33 \pm 1.55$ mmHg. The temperature and pressure changes over time are shown in Fig. 5 and are representative.
Valve suction method (without infrared irradiation)

After pumping 3 times using the suction valve method, changes in temperature and pressure were observed for 750 seconds. This was repeated 3 times, and the temperature change each time was minimal whilst the pressure decreased. The temperature increased by 1.3°C, 0.2°C, and 0.3°C, and the mean temperature difference was 0.60 ± 0.61°C. The negative pressure decreased by 16.2 mmHg, 14.2 mmHg, and 17.2 mmHg, respectively, and the mean of pressure difference was 15.87 ± 1.53 mmHg. The temperature and pressure changes over time are shown in Fig. 6 and are representative.

Valve suction method using infrared irradiation

After pumping 3 times using the suction valve method, changes in temperature and pressure were observed for 750 seconds under infrared irradiation. This was repeated 3 times, and the temperature increased each time and pressure decreased. The temperature increased by 9.3°C, 12.7°C, and 12.4°C, and the mean of temperature difference was 11.47 ± 1.88°C. The negative pressure decreased by 23.1 mmHg, 40.2 mmHg, and 21.5 mmHg, respectively, and the mean of pressure difference was -28.27 ± 10.37 mmHg. The temperature and pressure changes over time are shown in the Fig. 7 and are representative.

Overall

In general, the glass cup and the valve cup without infrared irradiation differed. Specifically, in the alcohol rub method, over time the temperature inside the glass cup reduced, and the negative pressure increased (Fig. 4). On the other hand, in the valve suction method, the temperature inside the valve cup reduced, and the negative pressure decreased (Fig. 6). Therefore, the effect of infrared irradiation on cupping method should be considered.

In the alcohol rub method the initial temperature and last temperature measured, and the temperature difference, and the initial pressure and last pressure measured, and the pressure difference was recorded (Table 2). The Student t-test was conducted between a glass cup with infrared irradiation and a glass cup without infrared irradiation using the temperature difference and the pressure difference. There were significantly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Cupping Using the Alcohol Rub Method with Glass Cups.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass cup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp ((^\circ\text{C}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure ((-\text{mmHg}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IR, infrared radiation; IT, initial temperature; TT, terminal temperature; IP, initial pressure; TP, terminal pressure; Delta, temperature difference or pressure difference.
higher temperatures observed in the glass cups exposed to infrared radiation compared with the glass cups which were not exposed ($t = -5.908, \ p = 0.004$), and significantly lower pressures in glass cups exposed to infrared radiation compared with the glass cups which were not exposed ($t = 2.922, \ p = 0.094$).

In the valve suction method the initial temperature, and last temperature measured, and the temperature difference, and the initial pressure and last pressure measured, and the pressure difference was recorded (Table 3). The Student $t$-test was conducted between a valve cup with infrared irradiation and a valve cup without infrared irradiation using the temperature difference and the pressure difference. There were significantly higher temperatures observed in the valve cups which were exposed to infrared radiation compared with those valve cups which were not exposed ($t = -9.514, \ p = 0.001$), and the decrease in pressure was significantly greater in the valve cups which were exposed to infrared radiation compared with valve cups which were not exposed ($t = 2.050, \ p = 0.172$).

### Discussion

This study aimed to investigate the pressure changes related to the temperature variations in the cup during cupping. Using the alcohol rub method with glass cups, a comparison of the negative pressure inside the cup was made between exposure or not to infrared radiation. Negative pressure increased with time in the absence of infrared irradiation, whereas it decreased with infrared irradiation. However, in the valve suction method with valve cups, a comparison of negative pressure inside the cup decreased with and without infrared irradiation, but the negative pressure decreased more significantly with infrared irradiation compared to without infrared irradiation.

Overall, infrared irradiation affected the temperature and pressure inside the glass cups and the valve cups. Infrared irradiation decreases the negative pressure inside the cup which can lead to drop out of suction of the cup.

The skin model used in this study was valid according to the KS P ISO standard, but actual skin contains factors that can affect the temperature and pressure within the cup, such as body hair, pores, and moisture, which limited reproducibility in the model. In this study, the alcohol rub method with glass cups and the valve suction method with valve cups were used, but cupping in clinical practice is performed using various approaches therefore, for other types of cupping, follow-up studies outlining the changes in the pressure according to temperature are required. In addition, the number of times used to pump the valve cups in the valve suction method of cupping may be outdated since this method was described in 2008 [1]. Ideally the pump number, the associated time, and the procedure interval during the valve suction method should be standardized.

### Conclusion

Our findings suggested that in both glass and valve suction cups, the extent of reduction in negative pressure when exposed to infrared radiation was greater than without exposure to infrared radiation. The decrease in negative pressure was not drastic enough to cause dropout of suction of the cup. However, according to the KS P ISO standard, during cupping, a cup must be able to maintain 90% or more of the maximum pressure for 10 minutes. Therefore, the use of infrared irradiation during the cupping procedure should be performed with care.

An increase in the temperature inside the cup can lead to the risk of dropout. In valve suction cups, additional pumping may be required during the procedure to address the drop in negative pressure during infrared irradiation. However, glass cupping using the fire cupping method is based on the principle that the negative pressure increases as the temperature decreases. Thus, it is highly affected by differences in the temperature, unlike suction cupping, and measures such as additional pumping to prevent dropout are impossible. Therefore, more attention is required in such cases.
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